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The Latest News from Mars
Incredible things are happening on our nearest neighbour!

Hi there, !
Since you signed up for this newsletter I think I'm safe in assuming that you're
interested in what's currently happening on Mars.
So read on for news of robots f iring lasers, helicopters unfolding, and the
remarkable link between the f irst powered f lights on Earth and Mars...
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Ingenuity

The f irst powered f light on another planet will be taking place soon, probaly on
11th April or shortly thereafter. The Perseverence rover which landed in February
of this year carries a small helicopter called Ingenuity.

While it's not going to do a lot of science itself  (unlike the rover which has a
very detailed mission) it will act as a technology demonstrator proving that
f light is possible on Mars. This will greatly increase the range and capability of
future missions, quite apart from just being incredibly cool!

Read more at NASA

Other News
Lasers and more...

https://mars.nasa.gov/technology/helicopter/


Lasers

Perseverence has begun
to explore

This is the f irst rock that has felt
the power of Perseverence's
laser beam. If  you look closely
at the image at the top of this
email you can see a short
horizontal line of pin-prick holes.
These are the spots the laser
has hit to vapourise the rock
and examine its composition.

A Link with History

What connects these
aircraft?

When Ingenuity takes f light,
there will be a small patch of
cloth taped underneath the
solar panel. This fragment
comes from the Wright Flyer,
the f irst aircraft to achieve
powered f light on Earth!

Read more Read more
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Which of these news items are you the most excited about?

Hit reply, and let me know! 
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